USES
Midnight set the standard for dark green color in Kentucky bluegrass. Its turf quality makes it a great choice for sod production. Midnight is also a solid choice for establishing new turf areas and overseeding existing turf on athletic fields, golf courses and commercial landscapes.

**JACKLIN SEED IS THE ONLY SUPPLIER OF CERTIFIED MIDNIGHT BLUEGRASS SEED.**
Don’t be misled by offers of uncertified Midnight, which could be anything, including common pasture grass. Look for blue certified tags and specify Jacklin’s certified Midnight.

GEOGRAPHICAL ADAPTATION
Midnight grows well throughout the cool-season zone and, due to its genetic breadth, also adapts under proper management to conditions in the northern transition zone.

FEATURES
Midnight is the tried and true, elite Kentucky bluegrass. With its dark green, compact growth habit, Midnight’s beauty and performance have stood out in NTEP and university trials throughout its 25 year history.

- Dense, high-quality turf able to withstand low heights of cut down to 0.5 in (1.3 cm).
- Resists leaf spot and summer patch.
- Will spread and withstand wear, traffic and mechanical damage when used in a program of fertility and managed pH.

SEEDING RATES
Seeding: 2-3 lbs/1,000 sq ft (10-15 g/m²)